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ABSTRACT

Since shear wave velocity is determined by non-destructive experiments in the narrow range of small
strain, some researchers have reservations in employing it in the assessment of medium-to-large
phenomenon, i.e. liquefaction. However, some others confirm that the shear wave velocity is more likely to
suit for distinguishing the liquefaction and non-liquefaction susceptibility of sand deposits by means of the
chart correlating liquefaction resistance to shear wave velocity, similar to the other types of indices, i.e. SPT
and CPT, despite of its few limitations. Such liquefaction charts have commonly been proposed based on the
liquefaction resistance of young Holocene deposits, without taking “age” into account. In an attempt to
bridge the gap between those ideas, relations between liquefaction resistance and shear wave velocity of sand
deposits are proposed under aging effect using a new-introduced index property, i.e. “cyclic reference strain”
or “cyclic yield strain”, to differentiate between new and old sand deposits. The smaller the cyclic yield
strain, the less ductile response of soil and vice versa. It may be concluded, therefore, that this parameter can
be employed as a criterion for taking into account the cementation or the effect of age in sandy soils.

INTRODUCTION

Youd and Hoose (1977) and Youd and Perkins (1978), the first pioneers recognized that the
liquefaction resistance of sandy deposits increases noticeably with geological age, indicated that the older
sediments of Pre-Pleistocene and Pleistocene epoch are essentially more resistant to liquefaction than the
younger sediments belonged to Holocene epoch. Seed (1979) pointed out that the liquefaction resistance of
undisturbed specimens extracted from a fill deposited during 1000 years over that of freshly deposited
specimens of the same sand increases approximately 50-100%. Kokusho et al. (1983) observed that the
cyclic strength resistance of undisturbed Narita sand relative to the cyclic resistance of freshly reconstituted
laboratory samples reaches up to 80%. Troncoso et al. (1988) reported on the order of 200-350% gain in
cyclic resistance of undisturbed sandy specimens, obtained from two tailings dam locations at El Cobre in
Chile with various ages of 1, 5, 30 years, relative to freshly deposited specimen in laboratory. It should be
noted that the preceding studies had not directly considered the aging effect along with any soil indices such
as shear wave velocity, CPT and SPT.
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On the other hand, the empirical correlation between the liquefaction resistance and shear wave

velocity as in-situ index, which is presented by Andrus and Stokoe (2000), is based on the liquefaction of
sandy deposits dating back to young Holocene epoch. The empirical correlation has been developed by many
researchers such as Kayen et al. (2004), Zhou and Chen (2007), Baxter et al. (2008) and Kayen et al. (2013),
without any particular consideration of the age of deposits in which experiments were carried out.

The principal aim of this paper is to propose a new procedure which takes into account the relation
between liquefaction resistance and shear wave velocity as well as aging effect at the same time. As such,
“cyclic yield strain” or “cyclic reference strain” is introduced as a factor may reflect upon the effect of aging
on sandy deposits in order to identify new or liquefied deposits as well as un-liquefied old deposits in the
same chart.

THE CONCEPT OF “CYCLIC YIELD STRAIN” OR “CYCLIC REFERENCE STRAIN”

To measure the liquefaction resistance of sandy soil, the cyclic triaxial experiments are conducted 2-4
times by various cyclic stress ratio, RL=σd/ (2σ0׳), where σd and σ0׳ denote a single amplitude of axial stress,
and initial confining stress, respectively. It is supposed that one of the cyclic stress ratios is RL=0.2, which is
utilized as illustrated in Figure 1(a), in order to obtain different values of single amplitude of axial strain, εa.
After similar experiments are repeated with several cyclic stress ratios the points of the same axial strain
amplitude are connected to result in a set of curved lines as shown in Figure 1(a).

Figure 1. Schematic diagrams of the yield strain in cyclic loading (Amoly et al., under review)

It should be noted that 100% pore pressure build-up occurs almost concurrently with 2.5% single
amplitude of axial strain, and 10 or 20 cycles of uniformed loading can be representative of the strong
earthquake with a magnitude of 7½. Thus, it has been customary to perceive the cyclic stress ratio, which is
intersection of 2.5% curved line at 20 cycles, as leading to liquefaction. To intersect a line perpendicular to
number-of-cycle axis at twentieth cycle, and four curved lines, passing through points, i.e. a, b, c and d, are
made as a function of particular cyclic stress ratio, RL=0.15, as shown in Figure 1(a). Then, it is feasible to
set up by connecting those points in the plot of cyclic stress ratio versus axial strain, as shown in Figure 2(b)
which can generally be consider as a kind of non-linear stress-strain model.

Based on the elasto-plastic theory, bi-linear lines can approximately be representative of the non-linear
stress-strain relation. As shown in Figure 1(b), elastic behavior is related to line which passes through zero
point with slop, G0, and plastic behavior is associated with the line is the level of particular cyclic stress ratio,
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RL=0.15, The corresponding axial strain of point B, which results from intersection of two asymptotic lines,
may be considered as a kind of “reference strain” or “yield strain” in cyclic loading. Based on Figure 1(b),
cyclic yield strain, εay, can be defined by Equation 1 in order to make this strain non-dimensional format,
atmospheric pressure, Pa= 98 kN/m2, multiplied by the cyclic stress ratio.
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Where, G01 denotes the value of G0 at the atmospheric pressure. The physical interpretation of cyclic
yield strain is shown in Figure 1(c). That is, if the value of εay is small, the soil is considered as a material
with “brittle” behavior, which may be indicative of old aged deposits. The soil is deemed as “ductile”
behavior if the value of εay is great, which can be representative of the new aged deposits. The level of
ductility or brittleness for a particular soil could be the same if the value of εay remains constant as shown in
Figure 1(d).

THE CORRELETION OF CYCLIC YIELD STRAIN AND SHREAR WAVE VELOCITY

Based on the dynamic property of soil, the initial shear modulus, G0, can be derived from shear wave
velocity, VS, by Equation 2. Since shear modulus at atmospheric pressure, G01, is utilized in Equation 1,
shear wave velocity should be normalized to VS1 by being multiplied by (Pa/σ׳v)0.25 , where σ׳v = effective
overburden pressure at particular depth, g=9.8 m/sec2 and =bulk unit weight.
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By substituting Equation 2 into Equation 1 yields Equation 3 which can practically be utilized in the
evaluation of cyclic yield strain.
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UNDISTURBED SPECIMENS FOR MEASURRING CYCLIC STRAIN

To determine the value of εay, a large number of experiments were carried out in the field as well as in
the laboratory on undisturbed and disturbed specimens. For this purpose, the area of Asahi city in Chiba
prefecture has been considered, which were affected by the 2011 East-Japan earthquake leading liquefaction,
which is along the costal line of Pacific Ocean as shown Figure 3.

Based on geotechnical investigation, soil borings carried out in six selected locations of the area are
shown in figure 5. One of the detailed soil profiles, HG-S-1, is shown in Figure 4. In order to extract
undisturbed specimens, three different samplers, the thin-wall tube sampler, the triple tube sampler and the
Denison sampler, are utilized based on the depth and the type of soil.

THE PROCEDURE OF CYCLIC TRIAXIAL TEST AND VS MEASUREMENT IN
LABORATORY

After setting up the enclosed frozen specimens in rubber membrane, 100 mm long and 50 mm in
diameter, in the chamber of cyclic traxial, it was permitted to thaw approximately 1-2 hours while employing
a low vacuum of 20 kN/m2. Then, carbon dioxide was gradually percolated into the specimens for 30-60
minutes based on the amount of fine content. Next, the de-aired water was permitted to enter the specimens
so that the B-value becomes more than 96% by applying 200 kN/m2 back pressure. Then, the specimens
were consolidated at specified effective confining pressure based on the depth of undisturbed specimens in
soil profile. As soon as the consolidation of specimen was fully accomplished in a drained condition for
approximately 30-90 minutes, it was subjected to cyclic axial load in the form of 1 Hz sinusoidal wave in
undrained condition until the axial deformation reached up to 10%. Once the cyclic loading was finalized,
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the water inside the specimen was permitted to drain out in order to measure its volume change after
approximately 30-60 minutes drainage.

Immediately after full consolidation, the VS was measured twice by means of a new device -termed
“shear wave monitoring apparatus”- which is attached to the cyclic triaxial apparatus.

Figure 3. Asahi site for sampling location Figure 4. Soil profile from Asahi site (HG-S-1)

Figure 5. Locations of bore holes in Asahi site
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OUTCOMES OF EXPERIMENTS ON UNDISTURBED SPECIMENS

The outcomes of cyclic loading experiment on the undisturbed specimens from Asahi sites are
depicted in Table 1 and Table 2. Some of experiments were carried out by Chiba Eng. Co. without VS

measurement in the laboratory as shown in Table. 1. Consequently, VS values of downhole measurement are
utilized. However, some other experiments were performed by Kiso-Jiban consultants Co. with cyclic
triaxial apparatus equipped by a new device which can monitor shear wave velocity as shown in Table 2. In
these tables, specimens related to fills and liquefied alluviums are separated from those associated with non-
liquefied alluvial and diluvial deposits. Moreover, in the column of VS1, laboratory measurements of Vs are
distinguished from field measurements by denoting “L” and “F” as laboratory and field, respectively.

THE CORRELATION BETWEEN THE CYCLIC STRENGTH AND SHEAR WAVE
VELOCITY

Since new fills or liquefied sands are totally different from old aged sands, the correlation of cyclic
strength and VS1 should be alienated. Thus, two distinctive curved lines will be proposed based on their age.

(1) The chart of cyclic strength versus VS1 for new age deposits based on the undisturbed specimens
from the new fills or liquefied sands is presented in Figure 6. The curved line drawn through the
average points is in the form of RL = 0.9 10-5 VS1

2 and the corresponding cyclic yield strain is 4.6

10-6.
(2) The chart of cyclic strength versus VS1 for old age deposits based on the experimental data in Table 1

and 2 related to specimens from the old aged deposits denoted by DS (Diluvial Sand) and AS

(Alluvial Sand) is presented in Figure 7. The curved line passing through average points of data is RL

= 0.68 10-5 VS1
2, and the corresponding cyclic yield strain is 3.6 10-4.

Table 1. Undisturbed Specimens from Asahi with Vs Measurement in the Field

L: Laboratory, F: Field, l: Liquefied Alluvium or Fill, n: Non-liquefied old deposits, As: Alluvial sand & Ds: Diluvial sand
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THE CORRELATION BETWEEN LIQUEFACTION RESISTANCE AND SHEAR WAVE
VELOCITY FOR NEW AND OLD AGED DEPOSITS

The curve, in Figure 7, can be representative of old aged deposits as shown in Figure 8 along with the
curve related to new aged deposit in Figure 6. It may be concluded that the corresponding value of new
deposits, εay = 4.6 10-4, is greater than the value of εay = 3.6 10-4 for old deposit. This inferred, as Figure
1(c), the newly artificial deposits are associated with more of ductile feature in comparison to brittle behavior
of old aged deposits.

There are several deterministic and probabilistic charts suggested for the correlation between the
cyclic resistance and shear wave velocity VS1. Among them, Tokimatso and Uchida (1990) and Robertson
et al. (1992), Kayen et al. (2004) and Kayen et al. (2013) are highly consistent with the outcomes of this
study. For instance, Kayen et al. (2004) proposed the probabilistic chart based on gathering together a global
Vs data base based on in-situ measurement of Vs from all over the world (Figure 9). By superimposing the
two curved lines of this study on this chart, the curved line related to new deposits falls between two levels
of liquefaction potential, PL = 50% and 80%. While the curved line for old deposits is between PL = 20%
and 50%. Therefore, the liquefaction susceptibly of new deposits is higher than 50%, whereas that of old
deposits it is lower than 50%. In the present study, two methods of liquefaction assessment, one based on
deterministic evaluation and the other on probabilistic evaluation of in-situ measurement, are mutually
confirmed.

CONCLUSIONS

It was indicated that the value of cyclic yield strain is directly proportional to ductile behavior of soil.
That is, higher the cyclic yield strain, higher is the ductile nature of the soil. It may be concluded, therefore,
that the cyclic yield strain may be a relevant parameter to correlate the age of deposits in terms of ductility or
brittleness. It may also be noted that along with utilizing common correlation of cyclic strength versus shear
wave velocity, the multiple curves are separately established to take into account the age of deposits.

Table 2. Undisturbed Specimens from Asahi with Vs Measurement in the Laboratory

L: Laboratory, F: Field, l: Liquefied Alluvium or Fill, n: Non-liquefied old deposits, As: Alluvial sand & Ds: Diluvial sand
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Figure 6. Correlation between the cyclic strength and
shear wave velocity for intact specimens from new

aged deposits

Figure 7. Correlation between the cyclic strength and
shear wave velocity for intact specimens from old aged

deposits

Figure 8. Two curved lines of new and old aged
deposits (Amoly, Ishihara and Bilsel)

Figure 9. Curved lines of the present study along with
preliminary probabilistic liquefaction onset contours

determined by processing of 60% of the global Vs1data
set to date (Kayen et al., 2004)
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